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Introduction 

Sexual assault can be psychologically devastating for survivors
and this aspect of impact is often not addressed in post-rape care.
After rape, survivors often develop a cluster of symptoms of post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and may develop depression,
obsessive-compulsive disorders, panic attacks, substance abuse
and suicidal ideation.1-5 Survivors show considerable individual
variation in symptom patterns, intensity and duration after rape

and it has been suggested that the circumstances of the rape may
influence mental health impact. 

Early studies form the US show how negative social reactions
following a sexual assault increase psychological symptoms.6

These negative reactions and judgments from others largely
follow myths about where it took place, severity of the attack, and
pre- attack behaviours (alcohol intake), which all may lead to self-
blame.7 Although some form of self-blame is common across
different traumas, the recent study from Moor and Farchi8 has
shown how rape victims have considerable higher levels of self-
blame compared to other trauma groups and this has important
implications for treatment and support. 

Sexual violence research findings on victim offender
relationships and mental health are mixed9-11 and no studies have
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been reported from low and middle income settings.
Comparisons between studies are difficult because of differences
in how perpetrators are defined and mental health indicators
used, with self-blame a common measure used because it is
known as a sequel to sexual violence. Temple11 reported that
assault by a current partner was strongly predictive of PTSD,
stress and disassociation while non-partner sexual assault was
only associated with PTSD for African American women (and not
for Euro-American and Mexican American Women). In a study of
more than 1000 women Ullman10 also found negative social
reactions predictive of PTSD across all types of offenders. In a
small set of survivors Miller12 found less self-blame if the
perpetrator was known, suggesting that women blame
themselves for getting into situations of danger with strangers.
There are also mixed results from a review of social support after
rape. Ullman13 showed that support can have both positive and
negative impacts on the recovery process. People who initially
withdrew from society after disclosure coped better in the long
term, suggesting that these survivors were less exposed to
negative and harmful reactions and therefore protected
themselves.13

Rape stigma is also important. No other group of trauma
victims are blamed for their situation as much as rape victims.8

Societies generally have myths about rape that are remarkably
consistent across diverse areas of the globe. Generally certain
types of sexual assault such as by strangers are more likely to be
viewed as a crime (“real rape”), whereas others are viewed quite
differently, especially intimate partner rape or non-partner rape in
certain circumstances (such as rape in a tavern).14 Because rape
myths are widely held they have a direct impact on the responses
from people close to a rape survivor, including family, friends and
service providers. It seems reasonable to expect that perceptions
of legitimacy and support after rape would influence
psychological reactions. 

In this study we explore depressive symptoms four to six
weeks post-rape and explore whether this differs according to
the circumstances of the rape. The data were generated in an
intervention study that tested a telephonic psycho-social support
intervention to improve adherence to post exposure prophylaxis
to prevent HIV following a sexual assault. The findings of this
study have been reported elsewhere.15

Method

Site/s

Participants were recruited at public sexual assault health centers
in the Eastern and Western Cape provinces between August
2007 and May 2008. These were the Sinawe Sexual Assault
Service Centre in Mthatha and in Cape Town the sites were the
Karl Bremer Hospital, the Simelela Centre in Khayelitsha (all three
centres now Thuthuzela centres) and Victoria Hospital. Rape
survivors attending the Mthatha service were from the town of
Mthatha and its rural hinterland while those attending the Cape
Town services were from mainly from urban communities. 

Participants

The participants (n=140) were HIV negative adults and
adolescents (over age 16) recruited into an intervention study to
improve adherence to post exposure prophylaxis for HIV after a
sexual assault. Eligibility requirements for the initial study
included a negative HIV test, acceptance of the PEP medication
and having their own cell phone. In addition we did not approach

or seek consent from participants who were emotional distressed
such as very tearful or who appeared very anxious at the time of
the recruitment at the rape centres. Rape in the current study was
defined as vaginal and anal penetration, since the focus of the
main study was prevention of HIV after rape. Among the
participants, 67 (47.9%) received the main intervention which
consisted of telephonic support by a trained counsellor. 

Data

Face to face interviews were conducted within one to two weeks
of completing the PEP medication which is between four to six
weeks after the sexual assault. A structured questionnaire was
used that included items on socio-demographic characteristics,
information related to the sexual assault, the PEP medication,
assistance and support (from family and friends – excluding
assistance from services) received and experiences of side
effects of the drugs. The latter was measured by asking
participants if they ever experienced headaches, nausea,
vomiting, diarrhoea, rashes, pimples constipation, tiredness or
any other side effects during the time of taking the PEP drugs.
Variables on the rape included relationship to the perpetrator,
number of perpetrators, use of a weapon during attack and
contact with the perpetrator after the rape. Depressive
symptomatology was measured using the Centre for
Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D scale).16 This
scale has been used extensively and validated in South Africa.17-19

Twenty questions were asked and reflected on the feelings,
emotions and experiences within the last week as well as their
frequency. The score range between 0 and 60 with higher scores
indicating more symptoms. For this study a score of 16 and more
was considered as indicative of high levels of depressive
symptomatology, a cut-off used in many other South African
studies.17,19 We also tested a score of 22 or more (i.e. very high
levels) in a 2nd logistic regression model. 

Data analysis

STATA 12.0 statistical software was used to analyse the data
(20). We dichotomised the depression scores with two cut
points: (0 = <16 and 1 =16+) and (0=<22 and 1=22+) and
present frequency and percentages, with the differences
between the groups tested using Pearson’s chi-square test.
Odds ratios were used to measure associations between
depressive symptoms and selected variables. We used logistic
regression to model factors associated with depressive
symptoms (at the two cut points), with each model controlled
for age, race/study site and intervention group. We combined
the race and study site variable since all participants from the
Mthatha site were African and recoded the variable into four
groups: Mthatha:African, Cape Town:African, Cape
Town:Colored and Cape Town:White. We combined two
variables multiple perpetrators and weapon use into a new
dichotomous variable “severe violence”. Rape was said to
involve ‘severe violence’ if there were multiple perpetrators or
weapon use. We also dicotomised the side effects by frequency
reported (0 = < 4 side effects 1 = 4+ side effects). 

Ethics

Ethical Approval for the study was granted by the Medical
Research Council. Participants were assessed for eligibility and
written consent was only initiated after they received standard
post-rape care. 
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Results 

The overall study had a response rate of 92.3%. Just more than a
quarter of the participants (27.9%) were from the Eastern Cape.
The median age of the women was 21 and the majority had ten
or more years of education while a third was employed. Although
more than half of the women knew the perpetrator (59.3%), only
one in six of the perpetrators were an intimate partner (16.7%).
Nearly half of the women (42.9%) were raped by multiple
perpetrators. 84.3% (95% CI: 78.1-90.3) of the women had a

depression symptom score of 16 or over. There was no significant
difference in depressive scores between those that were in the
intervention arm compared to those in the control arm (p = 0.61)
but there was a significant difference between the study sites with
lower levels of depression found for Mthatha women (56.1%)
compared to the Cape Town based women (83.2%) (p = 0.001). 

Table I presents the unadjusted associations between
depression symptomatology and demographic and sexual
assault characteristics. The highest level of education, being

Table I: Proportions and unadjusted associations between depression symptomatology (scored CES-D 16+) and demographic,
sexual assault and taking of PEP medication characteristics

Depressed Not Depressed Odds Ratio 
n =118 n =22 (95% CI)
n (%) n (%) 

Mean age (SD) P value 22.6 (7.02) 24.6 (8.26) 0.85

Education (years completed)
< 8 10 (8.6) 2 (9.1) Ref
8-9 20 (16.9) 3 (13.6) 1.33 (0.19-9.31)
10-11 67 (56.8) 13 (59.1) 0.97 (0.20-5.26)
>11 21 (17.8) 4 (18.2) 1.05 (1.09-22.81)

Race & Study site 
African: Mthatha site 28 (23.1) 10 (45.5) Ref
African: Cape Town site 34 (28.8) 10 (45.5) 1.21 (0.44-3.33)
Colored: Cape Town site 51 (43.2) 1 (4.5) 18.21 (2.21 – 149.7)
White: Cape Town site 5 (4.2) 1 (4.5) 1.78 (0.18-17.20)

Employment
Student 31 (26.3) 10 (45.5) Ref
Employed 40 (33.9) 8 (36.4) 1.6 (0.56-4.56)
Unemployed 47 (39.8) 4 (18.2) 3.79 ( 1.09-13.16)

Intervention Group
No 61 (51.7) 12 (54.5) Ref
Yes 57 (48.3) 10 (45.5) 1.12 (0.44-2.79)

The perpetrator was a stranger
No 74 (62.7) 7 (31.8) Ref
Yes 44 (37.3) 15 (68.2) 0.27 (0.10 - 0.73) 

More than one perpetrators
No 70 (60.3) 5 (26.3) Ref
Yes 46 (39.7) 14 (73.7) 0.23 (0.07 – 0.69)

Weapon was used in attack
No 53 (46.1) 5 (25.0) Ref
Yes 62 (53.9) 15 (75.0) 0.38 (0.13-1.14)

Severe violence experienced (weapon & multiple perpetrators)*
No 37 (31.9) 1 (5.0) Ref
Yes 79(68.1) 19 (95.0) 0.11 (0.01-0.87)

Received assistance and support from family and friends 
No 66 (55.9) 7 (31.8) Ref
Yes 52 (44.1) 15 (68.2) 0.36 (0.13-0.96)

Experienced 4 or more side effects 
No 87 (73.7) 19 (86.4) Ref
Yes 31 (26.3) 3 (13.6) 2.25 (.62-8.15)

Adhere to PEP
No 70 (59.3) 11 (50.0) Ref
Yes 48 (40.7) 11 (50.0) 0.68 (0.27-1.70)

* exclude cases with missing data
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Coloured and unemployed were associated with a greater
likelihood of depression while a lesser likelihood of
depression was associated with rape by a stranger, rape by
multiple perpetrators, more severe violence, and receiving
assistance from various groups of people. 

Two logistic regression models were built to describe the
associations between two different cut-offs of depression
symptomology score and rape experiences controlling for
age, race and participation in intervention (Table II). Women
whose perpetrator was a stranger had a lower likelihood of
depression symptoms in both models. Those experiencing
more than 4 side effects had a greater likelihood of very high
levels of depression symptomatology (score < 22). There was
a greater likelihood of reporting very high levels of
depression symptoms among Colored and African women
from Cape Town compared to African women from the
Mthatha site for the higher score. The same pattern was seen
just for Coloured women when moderately elevated

symptoms were examined. Further analysis by race
showed significant differences in rape related factors
between sites and racial groups. The majority of rape with
weapons and multiple perpetrator rape was experienced
by African women, especially those from Mthatha. African
women were less likely to report experience of side
effects of the medication and more likely to receive
support from others (Table III). 

Discussion

The data confirms the significant mental health burden of
sexual violence and suggests that emotional sequelae
were largely dependent on the socio-cultural context of
the rape. The lower likelihood of depressive symptoms
among the victims assaulted by strangers compared to
known perpetrators is most likely explained by the
attribution of responsibility and blame, as well as possibly
a sense of betrayal and broken trust by intimate partners

Table II: Logistic regression models of associations with depression symptomatology (CESD cut points 16+ and 22+), with terms
included for age, intervention group race and site 

Depression: CES-D Score 16+ Depression: CES-D Score 22+

Age 1.01 (.94-1.09) 0.62 1.04 (0.98-1.11) 0.15

Intervention group 
Yes Ref
No 1.17 (0.43-3.22) 0.74 1.45 (0.60-3.50) 0.40

Race & Study Site
African: Mthatha site Ref Ref
African: Cape Town site 1.23 (0.42-3.57) 0.69 3.12 (1.11-8.73) 0.03
Coloured: Cape Town site 17.27 (2.03-146.96) 0.00 11.16 (3.30-37.76) 0.00
White: Cape Town site 1.90 (.18-19.88) 0.59 .97 (.15 – 6.23) 0.97

Experienced Side Effects
< 4 side effects Ref
4+ side effects 3.79 (1.03 – 13.94) 0.04

Perpetrator status
Not a stranger Ref Ref
Stranger 0.28 (0.10 – 0.79) 0.01 0.28 (0.11-0.69) 0.00

Table III: Frequency of rape related experiences by race and site 

Total African African Coloured P value 
Mthatha Cape Town Cape Town
n = 38 n = 44 n = 51

Weapon involved 75 (58.6) 28 (80.0) 27 (62.8) 20 (40.0) 0.00

Multiple perpetrator 59 (45.7) 31 (86.1) 24 (54.6) 4 (8.2) 0.00

Stranger rape 56 (42.1) 17 (44.4) 20 (45.5) 19 ( 37.3) 0.66

Side effects experienced 31 (23.5) 2 (5.3) 13 (30.2) 16 (31.4) 0.00

Received support 66 (49.6) 23 (60.5) 26 (59.1) 17 (33.3) 0.01

• White participants (six) excluded because of small numbers 
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or people known to the survivor. A further explanation for
our findings of less depression among stranger rapes
could be linked to survivors of stranger rapes
experiencing less secondary victimisation and receiving
more empathy and support and less blame which assist
with coping and healing in the period following the rape.
Social and cultural norms on sexual activities within
relationships often means that when women disclose rapes
by known perpetrators (intimate partners or
acquaintances) they are often not believed, blamed for
their own situation or shamed by families and support
services (health, justice, police and even social
services).This is supported by the findings at the
unadjusted level where rapes which were more
aggressive such as those involving weapons and multiple
perpetrators were the rapes where victims were less likely
to experience depression. This finding seems to point to
the importance of social reactions and how rape is defined
and perceived as a violent crime.

Only limited comparisons can be made with other
studies because of how severe assaults are measured and
the absence of the measurement of mental health
outcomes after a rape. However a US based study14

compared physical trauma and severity between stranger
and non-stranger rapes and found similar associations as
our study with stranger rapes more likely to be associated
with the use of weapons. In another study weapons were
found to be predictive of distress.21 Women experiencing
such rapes are also more likely to blame themselves and
therefore do not receive the support they need. Sexual
violence by strangers also does not impact on issues of
trust as much as for known perpetrators, and the attack is
usually a once off event and does not occur with other
forms of IPV which may influence the mental health
impact. This supports the hypothesis that the role of the
social context in which rapes happens impacts on post
traumatic self-blame and coping. The racial stratified
analysis in our study supports this, and may explain the
greater likelihood of depression among Coloured
participants compared to African women. Other factors
such as health service experiences might also possibly
explain the racial differences but it is unlikely because of
the lack of difference found between Africans from Cape
Town and those from Mthatha. Other factors such as
previous experiences of violence could also explain the
differences but these were not explored in our study.
However it is possible that Coloured women have higher
levels of depression before the sexual assault. The South
African Stress and Health survey found mood disorders
(include depressive disorders) the second leading lifetime
psychiatric disorder in the national study22 and women
was more likely to experience lifetime and 12 month
major depression compared to men.23 The national survey
does not provide analysis stratified by race and sex.
However household surveys have shown the Western
Cape Province having the highest levels of alcohol use
and risky alcohol drinking compared to other provinces24-

26 and the high demand and allocation of resources for
alcohol and substance abuse services in the province
recently27 are all indicative of the higher mental health
morbidity in this province. We were not able to control for

pre-rape mental health morbidity, but this should not have
affected the association between aspects of the rape and
depression symptoms in Coloured women either.

In a recent review of mental health impact following
sexual assault Campbell28 presents a revised ecological
theoretical model for understanding how social factors
interact at multiple levels on the mental health of survivors
and self- blame is recognized as a critical factor that
evolves from all the levels. Miller et al12 suggest it is the
difference in post- traumatic self-blame that is important in
the treatment of rape victims and that interventions such
Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) and others focus on
trauma overall while rape victims have additional distress
which must be recognized and addressed. We were not
able to measure self-blame, PTSD or positive and negative
social reactions directly but we did collect data on support
sought and provided and these were not found to be
associated with depression at the multivariate level. 

The increased likelihood for depression when four or
more side effects experienced were for the lower
depression cut of is not surprising – given the
unpleasantness of the drugs that survivors have to take but
it may also be depressed women are more sensitized to
side-effects. During qualitative research it was shown how
survivors struggle taking the medication, predominantly
during the 1st week when the pill burden is highest with
the addition of drugs for infection and pregnancy
prevention. Experiencing the physical side effects of the
drugs brought about intrusive visions of their own
possible HIV illness, leading to distress and anguish.15

Our study has limitations as firstly we only measured
depression within 5-6 weeks following the sexual assault
and the instrument measured their feelings and emotions
within the last week. Although all of the participants tested
HIV negative at time of enrollment, and the adherence to
the PEP drugs was not associated with depression,
qualitative research has shown how emotional challenging
and difficult it is to adhere to these drugs and rape and
HIV stigma played important roles in women’s ability to
adhere.29 No previous studies have considered HIV as a
factor that might contribute to mental health impact. This
analysis was based on a study that explored adherence to
post exposure prophylaxis so many theoretical important
variables were not included such as prior victimisation,
alcohol and drug use, the recovery process, support
systems, coping strategies including blame and self-
blame, and other mental health outcomes such as PTSD.
Also the study sample was from a group or women who
sought help and not representative of all women in
population that experience sexual assault. The very high
levels of multiple perpetrator rape and weapon use among
African women is likely a reflection of reporting bias, as
there is a disproportional likelihood of such rape being
reported to the police, but would not affect the relationship
between these aspects of rape and depression. Our
measure of support was limited as we did not look at how
extensively women sought support and whether it was
helpful at all. Despite these limitations the study provide
important evidence of the impact of sexual violence on
depression symptoms four weeks after rape and the
differential impact by type of perpetrator. 
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Conclusion

The study showed that there were fewer depressive
symptoms among women raped in circumstances in which
there was a lesser likelihood of blame. These were the rapes
where perpetrators were strangers. These results have
important implications for individual treatment because it is
more generally assumed that multiple perpetrator rapes,
stranger rapes and those with weapons would result and
more psychological trauma and thus more enduring
symptoms. Our findings point to the importance of
understanding the socio-cultural aspects of rape in mental
health sequelae. The study complements literature on the
importance of mental health support in PEP drug adherence
and highlights the need for broad based interventions in the
general population. Specifically, to challenge rape myths and
reduce rape stigma, particularly in a country like South
Africa where rape is highly prevalent.
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